Abstract-We generalize the Wyner-Ziv source coding problem with side-information at the decoder to the case where the encoder is required to be able to compute the decoder's reconstruction sequence with some fidelity. This requirement limits the extent to which the reconstruction sequence can depend on the side-information, which is not available to the encoder.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SETUP
We study an extension of the Wyner-Ziv source coding problem where the encoder is required to reproduce the decoder's reconstruction with some prespecified precision. This additional requirement limits the extent to which the decoder's reconstruction can depend on the side-information, which is not available to the encoder.
Our setting is specified by a tuple
which we explain next. The set X is the source alphabet, the set Y is the side-information alphabet, and the setX is the reconstruction alphabet. All are assumed finite except in our treatment of Gaussian sources where they are equal to the reals. The source and side-information sequence
is assumed to be drawn IID according to some joint law P XY on X × Y. The source sequence X n = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is observed only at the encoder, and the side-information
. . , Y n ) only at the decoder. We also specify two single-letter distortion functions
The former is used to measure the fidelity of the reconstruction at the decoder, and the latter to measure the fidelity with which the encoder estimates the decoder's reconstruction sequence. The allowed distortions are
To describe the source sequence X n , the encoder produces the index
where f (n) : X n → M is the encoding function and M = {1, . . . , M}. The index M is conveyed to the decoder who uses it and the side-information Y n to form the decoder's reconstruction sequencê
where φ (n) : M × Y n →X n is the decoder's reconstruction function. The encoder's estimate of the decoder's reconstruction sequence isX
for some
nR and the produced sequenceŝ
The nonnegative triplet (R, D d , D e ) is achievable if for every > 0 and sufficiently large n there exists an (n,
is the infimum over all rates R such that the triplet (R, D d , D e ) is achievable.
Our setup differs from the Wyner-Ziv setup [2] only in the additional constraint (4).
II. RESULTS

Theorem 1:
where (X, Y ) ∼ P XY , and where the minimization is over a discrete random variable Z taking value in an auxiliary alphabet Z of size at most |X | + 3 and forming the Markov chain Z − −X − −Y and over the functions φ : Y × Z →X and ψ : X × Z →X satisfying Theorem 2: Let X , Y, andX be R; let P XY be the law of (X, Y ) where X ∼ N 0, σ
